WAAIPOORT FARM
an Initiative of Sustainable Community Development

LOW-COST BUILDING TRAINING PROGRAM
PICTORIAL JULY 2021 TO MAY 2022
We are working on the following projects to give variety of experience:
• Two foundations for the geodesic domes (4,3 m and 11 m diameter)
• Workshop and storage shed extensions
• Workshop compost toilet installation
• Foundations for the House on the Hill - private residence
• Accommodation units
• Kitchen and bathrooms for the accommodation units
High resolution pictures can be seen at https://photos.app.goo.gl/
bGaZUYDCuqxHtrTr8

Building plans are studied and
transferred to the terrain
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Building site preparation
top soil removal and tracing of
foundation outlines
excavation of foundation
trenches

Soil excavation
The soil excavated is separated into soil
that can be used for the adobe bag
construction and the gravelly soil for
compacting into the oor slabs
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Foundation
trenches
Due to the large
water seepage from
the mountain,
especially during
the rainy season,
deep rubble
foundations with
drainage need to be
installed.
This takes precision
work and taking of
accurate levels

Drainage network
connecting all the
drainage pipes and
leading them to a
lower point below the
building site’s borrow
pit teaches good
plumbing skills.
The borrow pit will
become the grey
water puri cation
wetland’s polishing
pond
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Foundations
The 600mm-deep trenches took many
tons of rock- ll above the drainage
pipes, which were all locally sourced.
The rock/rubble trench was then
capped with a 100mm re-enforced
concrete layer. The rebar sticking out of
the foundations is to hold the rst few
layers of adobe bags in position.
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House on the Hill
The processes learnt at the base of the
mountain at our student & volunteer
accommodation site were repeated on
the hill at the private residence’s
foundation work. Practice makes
perfect!
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Student & volunteer
accommodation
For the foundation
layers, the separated soil
from site is mixed with
5% cement or building
lime and lled into PP
bag tubing and then
compacted.
Between each layer of
tubing a double strand
of barbed wire is laid to
serve as re-enforcement
and to prevent the bags
from sliding around

Kitchen &
Bathrooms
Precise layering of
bags will reduce
later shaping work
and use of plaster
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Accommodation
units

Bottle stem walls

The bag
foundation layers
are now on oor
slab level

The circumference and stoep
area of the accommodation
units is contained in a short
stem wall built from locally
sourced bottles
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Workshop & storage shed extensions
The workshop was extended at the
beginning of the rainy season as it soon
became clear that many days were
unproductive outdoors and we could
spend that time teaching carpentry and
renovating the old window and door
frames

Western extension
The nal extension of the workshop to
the west is built with solid adobe earth
bag walls as a secure lock-up area.
An Enviro Loo composting toilet is
added for close convenience.
Glass bottle retaining walls
We utilise glass bottles that we
collect from local restaurants as
‘bricks’ in low, non-load bearing
retaining walls. Various nishes
and patterns are achieved,
depending on the level of skill
employed
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Compost toilet
building
The construction of
the building is based
on all the other
buildings with
drainaged rubbletrench foundations
and adobe bag walls.
The smaller size of
the building allows
for the development
of different skills sets.
The toilet is a
commercially
available system that
we have experience
with for decades.
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Workshop
The large workshop space
allows us to continue our
training even in inclement
weather, which was especially
useful this summer. Old
window and door frames
were taken apart, renovated
and re-assembled for use in
the buildings

Workshop
The rst lines of adobe bags are
pinned onto the re-bars and
levelled out precisely.

Workshop
The walls are
growing
steadily every
day under
strict quality
control
supervision.
By the end of
May the roof
will be on and
the compost
toilet
functional!
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4,3 m diameter
dome
Foundations were
laid with adobe
bags for this
dome that will
house our Black
Soldier Fly (BSF)
production

Geodesic Dome
Geodesic domes are
quickly assembled
and present a very
stable shell for multipurpose uses
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11-m diameter geodesic dome
Adobe earth bag foundations for a large
geodesic dome, which will house our
aquaponic growing system
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